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ASSESSING PERFORMANCE OF NCEP RAPID REFRESH 
MODEL TO PREDICT BOUNDARY LAYER PROPERTIES 
ABSTRACT 
There is a need to be able to estimate the relative humidity in the Planetary Boundary Layer 
(PBL) since relative humidity can affect aerosol retrieval. Satellite retrievals of Relative 
Humidity are extremely complicated since they need to resolve 1km vertical resolution for 
temperature and water vapor. The AIRS hyperspectral sensor may be able to retrieve relative 
humidity with 20% RMSE but low correlations with R
2
 – 0.4. The alternative is to explore 
meteorological forecasts (i.e. Rapid Refresh) to see if we can use them in the processing stream 
for aerosols. While the state of delay zero is assimilated, the following forecasts for large enough 
delay can be used to provide   PBL integrated RH that can be used in modified aerosol retrieval 
models to modify aerosol models and/or provide useful diagnostic flags during the retrieval. We 
find that even for 18 hr. forecasts, the RMSE errors are < 15% which is significantly better that 
AIRS sensor retrievals.  
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INTRODUCTION 
The Earth’s atmosphere consists of multiple layers of gases that constantly change in space and 
time, due to the interaction of the gases with each other, radiation from the sun, and surface 
contribution from natural and artificial sources. Aerosol retrieval is an important part of 
atmospheric sciences since it provides the state of fine solid and liquid droplets in the atmosphere. 
Numerous instruments have been launched into space to observe the state of the atmosphere and 
retrieve information such as aerosol concentration in the atmosphere. The Atmospheric Infrared 
Sounder (AIRS) is a hyperspectral instrument that retrieves the atmospheric profile of the earth, 
and has been used for aerosol retrieval. While remote instruments have allowed a continuous 
observation of the Earth’s atmosphere, it also proves difficult to retrieve a detailed vertical profile 
of the Earth’s atmosphere.  
This project aims to use NOAA’s Rapid Refresh as a tool to retrieve an accurate vertical profile 
of the atmosphere. The first chapter introduces the AIRS Mission and discusses the performance 
of the AIRS for aerosol retrieval. The second chapter introduces Rapid Refresh and how its 
forecasts work. The third chapter discusses the methods used for measuring Rapid Refresh’s 
performance. Chapter four presents the results of the performance analysis and discusses how 
they performed against real values. Finally, Chapter five looks into the conclusions determined 
from the results of the project. References, and code used for performance analysis along with 
installation instructions can be found in the appendices that follow the last chapter.  
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1. AQUA AND AIRS 
National Aeronautical and Space Administration (NASA) launched Aqua (EOS PM-1), a multi-
national scientific research satellite, on May 4, 2002 with the primary mission of collecting 
information about the evaporation of oceans, clouds, precipitation, soil mixture, sea ice, land ice 
and snow cover on land and on ice.  
 
Figure 1 - The A-Train Constellation with active and inactive satellites (image credit: NASA) 
Aqua was the first satellite to be launched as part of a constellation of Earth Observing Satellites 
(EOS) that is referred to as the “A-Train”. Other active members of the constellation include Aura 
(launched on July 2004), PARASOL (launched on December 2004), CloudSat and CALIPSO 
(both launched on May 2006). The A-Train is an abbreviation for “Afternoon Train” since the 
satellites in the constellation follow a sun-synchronous orbit. The satellites in the constellation are 
spaced within a few minutes of each other and they provide a three-dimensional image of the 
Earth. Two satellites that were supposed to be on the A-Train constellation were OCO and Glory, 
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which have failed during the launch of the satellites. PARSOL has moved out of the A-Train’s 
orbit, and is no longer part of the constellation. 
Aqua’s payload consists of six sensors and they’re listed below: 
1. Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) 
2. Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSRE-E) 
3. Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU) 
4. The Clouds and the Earth’s  Radiant Energy System (CERES) 
5. Humidity Sounder for Brazil (HSB)  
6. Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) 
Figure 2 - The AIRS instrument and its components (image credit: NASA/JPL) 
AIRS (Atmospheric Infrared Sounder), an instrument built by BAE Systems for NASA’s Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), is a cross-track scanning instrument that detects radiation on 
multiple infrared bands and near infrared bands. AIRS takes readings of the atmospheric 
temperature and water vapor content from the surface of the earth to the atmosphere.  
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1.1. TECHNICAL DETAILS OF AIRS 
AIRS is a cross-track scanning instrument with a scanning mirror that moves side-by-side over 
±48.95 degrees and it provides 90 infrared footprints during each scan. AIRS operates at 220W 
and weighs 177 kg. It processes data at a rate of 1.27 Mbps, while operating between 20 and 25 
degrees Celsius. Data from AIRS and other instruments on the Aqua satellite are used to create 
predictions of the earth’s atmosphere’s temperature, pressure and relative humidity profiles. They 
also identify the greenhouse gasses and other particulates in the atmosphere. AIRS operates over 
the thermal IR band of 3.7μm to 15.4μm, and over the visible band of 0.4μm to 1.0μm in the 
electromagnetic spectrum.  
 
Figure 3 - AIRS Scan Geometry (image credit: NASA/JPL) 
The atmospheric temperature profile is measured over 1-2km intervals, and the relative humidity 
profile is measured over 2km intervals. (Aumann et al, Feb. 2003, pp. 253-264). AIRS contains 
multiple infrared detectors each sensing on a particular wavelength, to a total of 2378 
wavelengths. By using 2378 detectors to sense 2378 wavelengths, AIRS develops a temperature, 
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pressure and humidity profile of the Earth’s atmosphere. The Aqua satellite achieves a global 
coverage twice daily except close to the equator. 
1.2. PREVIOUS EFFORTS IN MEASURING THE PERFORMANCE OF AIRS  
There have been several efforts comparing the performance of satellite measurements with 
measurements obtained from Radiosondes. McMillin et al, Gettelman et al and D Boetand 
accomplished three of such measurements of AIRS’s performance. Their results are discussed 
below. 
1.2.1. AIRS, RADIOSONDES AND GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS) 
MOISTURE COMPARISONS 
McMillin et all performed a three-way comparison of the moisture profile retrieved from AIRS, 
surface-based Global Positioning System (GPS) sensor and radiosondes. Since the GPS stations 
have close proximity to the radiosonde stations, a three-way comparison was possible each time 
AIRS passed over the stations. A total of 137 moisture observations were taken and a procedure 
for the moisture profile comparison was developed. The results of the moisture profile 
comparison are shown in the following figures. They show AIRS-radiosonde (a comparison 
between AIRS and radiosonde data), AIRS-RGPS (a comparison between AIRS and GPS values 
at the Radiosonde time) and AIRS-AGPS (a comparison between AIRS and GPS at AIRS time). 
The radiosondes used are MSS, RS80 and the VIZ-B2 and other miscellaneous radiosondes. All 
measurements used in the experiment have good consistency in the IPW profiles, but the results 
show a slightly better agreement between the radiosonde and GPS data than to AIRS. 
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Figure 4 - Scatter plots of the total precipitable water for the three instruments (AIRS, GPS, Radiosondes). 
1.2.2. TEMPERATURE AND RELATIVE HUMIDITY COMPARISONS OVER 
ANTARCTICA 
Gettelman et al developed a program to validate the temperature and relative humidity profile 
retrieved from AIRS by making comparisons with measurements from Radiosondes. During the 




E), several Vaisala radiosondes were 
launched. The radiosondes were calibrated for time lag, temperature dependence and other 
calibration errors. The data recorded by the radiosondes were matched with the data retrieved 
from AIRS as AIRS flew over the same region in space and time. All the profiles of the 
radiosondes’ launch site were averaged, and the radiosonde data were averaged between two 
pressure levels. The results were accurate temperature retrievals up to the stratosphere, and the 
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AIRS retrievals perform better at temperature derivations at the tropopause than radiosonde. 
However, when relative humidity, AIRS reproduces the main characteristics of the radiosonde 
profile but does not capture the detail vertical variations of resolutions less than 1 km. 
1.2.3. AIRS RETRIEVAL AT CCNY 
D. Boeteng (from the City College of New York) examined the temperature, relative humidity 
and water vapor pressure readings obtained from AIRS/AMSU and HSB instruments from the 
Aqua satellite. The data is limited to the closest location for a given latitude and longitude 
topographical point on the earth’s surface. At the point, the vertical temperature, water vapor and 
moisture measurements were extracted from AIRS reading and analyzed at different pressure 
levels. The temperature and water vapor pressure variations were examined at different heights. 
The relative humidity derivations at different pressure levels were compared with the readings 
obtained from radiosondes.  
Boeteng aggregated data from three-year averages of temperature, relative humidity and water 
vapor pressure within the planetary boundary layer (PBL). The relative humidity values were 
retrieved between 975mb to 700mb. The temperature values were retrieved from the ground to an 
altitude of approximately 2km. The water vapor pressures were corresponding to 975mb to 
700mb. These intervals were chosen for the AIRS data and the radiosonde data over a three year 
period between 2009 and 2011.  
With the radiosonde data providing the real-world values, and the AIRS data providing a model 
of the real world values, Boeteng calculated the linear regression and the RMS Error between 
them. The following graphs display the AIRS performance against the real-world values retrieved 
from radiosondes between 2009 and 2011. 
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Figure 5 - Boeteng's Performance Analysis of AIRS with Radiosonde Data in the PBL 
Boeteng’s data reveals a high correlation between the model and the data values for temperature 
and water vapor pressure but a lower correlation for relative humidity. It also reveals a lower 
RMS Error for temperature and water vapor pressure but a much higher RMS Error for Relative 
Humidity. It is evident that the using satellites to retrieve water vapor content (relative humidity) 
at the planetary boundary layer is extremely difficult, and there is a need for an alternative 
method. 
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2. WEATHER FORECASTING AND RAPID REFRESH 
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) is a scientific agency that is 
focused on the condition of the oceans and the atmosphere. The organization was founded on 
October 3, 1970 under the jurisdiction of the Federal government of the United States. The 
current agency executive is Kathryn Sullivan.  
NOAA consists of the following six line offices: 
 National Environmental Satellite, Data and Information Service 
 National Marine Fisheries Service 
 National Ocean Service 
 National Weather Service 
 Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric Research 
 Office of Program Planning and Integration 
The National Weather Service (NWS) provides forecasts and warnings for local, marine, aviation 
needs among other services such as fire weather and climate prediction. An organization under 
NWS called the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) provides worldwide 
forecast guidance products. One of such products is the Rapid Refresh (RAP), an atmospheric 
prediction system. Rapid Refresh is about 1 year old, and it replaced Rapid Update Cycle (RUC). 
2.1. RAPID UPDATE CYCLE (RUC) 
Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) was introduced before RAP. RUC provided a high-frequency short-
range weather model forecasts to support aviation and other mesoscale weather forecast users. 
The forecasts were published every hour and they forecasted out to 12 hours into the future for 
any given hour. These high frequency forecasts provided a three-dimensional analysis over much 
of North America including the contiguous United States, and parts of Canada and Mexico. RUC 
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provided the forecast data using a hybrid isentropic-sigma vertical coordinate system. RUC 
assimilated observations from various sources. These are: 
 Commercial aircraft, including regional aircraft data with moisture (TAMDAR) 
 Radar reflectivity (three-dimensional) 
 Wind profilers (404 and boundary-layer 915 MHz) 
 Velocity-Azimuth Display (VAD) winds from NWS WSR-88D Radars 
 Radio Acoustic Sounding System (RASS) 
 Rawinsondes and special dropwinsondes 
 Surface reporting stations and buoys  
 Mesonet 
 Satellite GPS total precipitable water estimates 
 GOES cloud-top data (for pressure and temperature) 
 GOES total precipitable water estimates 
 SSM/I total precipitable water estimates 
 GOES high-density visible and IR cloud drift winds 
 Experimental Lightning data 
 Experimental NASA Langley cloud products including water/ice path. 
RUC was now decommissioned and has been replaced by Rapid Refresh on May 1, 2012 at 1200 
UTC. RAP was used to provide forecasts for this project. 
2.2. RAPID REFRESH (RAP) 
Rapid Refresh also provides high-frequency short-range weather forecasts but it forecasts up to 
18 hours each hour, and it supports aviation, severe weather, energy and other mesoscale weather 
forecast users. Unlike RUC, which provided a three-dimensional objective analysis over the 
contiguous United States and parts of Canada and Mexico, RAP provides a three-dimensional 
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objective analyses over all of North America. It uses the same sources to assimilate its data as 
RUC did.  
 
Figure 6 - Comparison of RAP's Coverage Area vs. RUC's Coverage Area. (image credit: NOAA) 
Rapid Refresh is based on Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF). Rapid Refresh offers 
resolutions of 13km, 20km and 40 km and its data is available with two vertical coordinate 
systems: pressure levels or native (hybrid) levels. Pressure Levels provide data for every 25 
millibars from the surface (1000 millibars) to the top of the atmosphere (100 millibars).  Native  
(Hybrid) levels provide data from the surface to the top of the atmosphere at 50 discrete levels. 
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3. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT OF RAPID REFRESH 
The performance of Rapid Refresh is determined by selecting 75 different locations on the 
continental United States that correspond to radiosonde launch sites
1
. For each site, temperature 
and relative humidity from the surface and the averaged values from the planetary boundary layer 
was used for analysis. 
Radiosondes are typically launched at 1200 UTC globally and 1200 UTC was the hour  for wich 
the Rapid Refresh forecasts pointed to. 
Rapid Refresh data processed for each 
hour before 1200 UTC was used with 
fixed forecast hours for each processed 
hour, such that the forecasts point to 1200 
UTC. Figure 1 displays the hours when 
the rapid refresh data was generated and 
the number of hours that they generate the 
forecasts for. For example, data that was 
processed at 0400 UTC provided a 
forecast of 8 hours into the future (delay).  
3.1. UNIFIED DATA 
The parameters used for analysis were Relative Humidity (%) and Temperature (Kelvin). The 
data available with radiosondes are Pressure (millibars), Height (meters), Temperature (Celsius) 
and Dew Point (Celsius). The formula for converting Temperature from Celsius to Kelvin is as 
follows: 
                                                     
1 A complete list of radiosonde launch sites used for this analysis is provided in Appendix A. 
Figure 7 - Rapid Refresh processed time and forecast hours used for 
analysis. 
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 The following formulas present the retrieval of Relative Humidity from Temperature (T) 
and Dew Point (Td). Since Relative Humidity is the ratio of actual water vapor pressure and the 
saturated water vapor pressure, we must first calculate the actual water vapor pressure (E) and the 
saturated water vapor pressure (ES). 
                 
       
  
                                              
         
       
  
                           
                  
       
 
                                           
         
       
 
                         




Rapid Refresh, on the other hand, provides Pressure (Pascals), Geopotential Height (meters), 
Temperature (Kelvins), and finally Specific Humidity (kg / kg). Since Temperature was already 
given in Kelvins, only Relative Humidity needed to be retrieved from Specific Humidity (q) 
using Pressure (P), Temperature (T) and Specific Humidity (q). Again, actual water vapor 
pressure (E) and saturated water vapor pressure (ES) was calculated to determine the Relative 
Humidity. 
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3.2. RETRIEVAL AND ANALYSIS 
The parameters that were analyzed were Temperature and Relative Humidity from both the 
surface and the planetary boundary layer. As mentioned, Rapid Refresh provides data as pressure 
levels and also native (hybrid) levels. Since archived data was only available using hybrid levels, 
analysis was performed using the hybrid levels.  
Surface values were retrieved each grib file by analyzing level 1 of the hybrid levels. The 
Planetary Boundary Layers (PBL) required a slightly more complicated method. In this analysis, 
the PBL was determined to be from the surface of the planet up to 2000 meters from the surface. 
These values were retrieved and interpolated for every 1 meter from the surface to 2000 meters 
from the surface. The interpolated values were then averaged for each Radiosonde site. 
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4. RESULTS 
Rapid Refresh data was retrieved at different sites across the continental United States. Their 
values were aggregated, interpolated and compared with Radiosonde data. The following sections 
describe the results retrieved from the analysis. 
4.1. RETRIEVED RESULTS 
The following maps present the retrieved Radiosonde values on top of the available Rapid 
Refresh data. The Radiosonde data was retrieved at 1200 UTC. The Rapid Refresh data presented 
is the assimilated data and the forecasted data generated on 04/18/2013 at 1800 UTC forecasting 
forward 18 hours to 1200 UTC. The entire data set represents forecasts that point to 04/19/2013 
1200 UTC. 
  
Figure 8 - Assimilated Surface Values (Forecast Hour = 0) 
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Figure 9 - Assimilated PBL Values (Forecast Hour = 0) 
  
Figure 10 - Forecasted Surface Values (Forecast Hour = 18) 
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Figure 11 - Forecasted PBL Values (Forecast Hour = 18) 
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4.2. CORRELATION OF DATA 
The following graphs present the correlation of the data provided by Rapid Refresh 
assimilation and forecast (forecast delay: 18 hours). The data presented is the surface and 
averaged PBL values for Temperature and Relative Humidity. 
  
Figure 12 - Correlation of Assimilated Surface Values (Forecast Hour = 0) 
  




Figure 14 – Correlation of Forecasted Surface Values (Forecast Hour = 18) 
  
Figure 15 - Correlation of Forecasted PBL Values (Forecast Hour = 18) 
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4.3. STATISTICAL SUMMARY 
The following graphs present the RMSE and Correlation Coefficients of the data over 
available forecast hours, all pointing to the data collected from Radiosonde data retrieved at 1200 
UTC on 04/19/2013. 
  
Figure 16 - RMSE and Correlation Coefficients of Temperature for Assimilated and Forecast Data (00 to 18) 
  




Rapid Refresh forecasts serve as a tool for forecasting relative humidity in the 
atmosphere without the need to rely on satellite data. It provides better correlation and less RMS 
Error than satellite data. The correlation of forecast data at the surface begins to degrade as the 
delays increase when compared to the Radiosonde data. However, the correlation of the averaged 
PBL forecast data remain relatively in the same neighborhood through the lifetime of the 
forecasts when compared to the averaged PBL Radiosonde data. This pattern is very similar for 
the RMS Errors values also. Based on the evidence from our analysis, Rapid Refresh provides a 
better model for aerosol retrieval than satellite data, like that from AIRS. 
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APPENDIX A – ANALYZED RADIOSONDE SITES 
Latitude Longitude Station ID 
47 N 68 W CAR 
41.5 N 70 W CHH 
44 N 70.5 W GYX 
41 N 73 W OKX 
42.5 N 74 W ALY 
38 N 75.5 W WAL 
39.5 N 76 W APG 
46.5 N 76 W YMW 
34.5 N 77 W MHX 
39 N 77.5 W IAD 
43 N 78.5 W BUF 
33 N 80 W CHS 
36 N 80 W GSO 
40.5 N 80 W PIT 
26 N 80.5 W MFL 
37 N 80.5 W RNK 
30.5 N 81.5 W JAX 
27.5 N 82.5 W TBW 
42.5 N 83.5 W DTX 
39.5 N 84 W ILN 
30.5 N 84.5 W TLH 
33.5 N 84.5 W FFC 
44.5 N 84.5 W APX 
33 N 86.5 W BMX 
36.5 N 86.5 W BNA 
44.5 N 88 W GRB 
40 N 89.5 W ILX 
30.5 N 90 W SIL 
32.5 N 90 W JAN 
41.5 N 90.5 W DVN 
35 N 92.5 W LZK 
30 N 93 W LCH 
37 N 93.5 W SGF 
45 N 93.5 W MPX 
48.5 N 93.5 W INL 
32.5 N 94 W SHV 
39 N 95.5 W TOP 
41.5 N 96.5 W OAX 
26 N 97.5 W BRO 
28 N 97.5 W CRP 
33 N 97.5 W FWD 
35 N 97.5 W OUN 
45.5 N 98.5 W ABR 
26 N 100 W MTY 
38 N 100 W DDC 
41 N 100.5 W LBF 
29.5 N 101 W DRT 
47 N 101 W BIS 
35 N 101.5 W AMA 
32 N 102 W MAF 
44 N 103 W UNR 
40 N 105 W DNR 
28.5 N 106 W MCV 
32 N 106.5 W EPZ 
35 N 106.5 W ABQ 
48 N 106.5 W GGW 
39 N 108.5 W GJT 
43 N 108.5 W RIW 
32 N 111 W TWC 
47.5 N 111.5 W TFX 
35 N 112 W FGZ 
41 N 112 W SLC 
33 N 114.5 W 1Y7 
36 N 115 W VEF 
41 N 115.5 W LKN 
43.5 N 116 W BOI 
33 N 117 W NKX 
47.5 N 117.5 W OTX 
50 N 119.5 W YLW 
39.5 N 120 W REV 
35 N 120.5 W VBG 
38 N 122 W OAK 
42.5 N 123 W MFR 
45 N 123 W SLE 
48 N 124.5 W UIL 
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APPENDIX B – RAPID_REFRESH_ANALYSIS.M 
DOCUMENTATION 
rapid_refresh_analysis.m is  a MATLAB script that was created to run the simulations shown 
above. It relies on Python to download the RapidRefresh files, but relies on MATLAB for rest of 
its processing. This document provides an overview of how to use the scripts. For a thorough 
documentation, please consult the documentation generated from the code using MATLAB’s 
Publish function. A version of this is already generated and can be found under docs/code. 
PRE-REQUISITES 
rapid_refresh_analysis.m requires Python for downloading files. This is because the Radiosonde 
URL generated dynamically goes through a HTTP redirect, which MATAB’s urlwrite doesn’t 
follow through properly. To compensate for the HTTP redirect, a simple script in Python was 
created. This script is called download_url.py.  
download_url.py requires a package called ‘requests’. Requests provides a modern python 
interface to the URLLib libraries that are built into Python. To install Requests, consult the 
installation guide on requests’ website: http://docs.python-requests.org/en/latest/user/install.html . 
If you have PIP or easy_install already installed through setuptools, run the following commands 
to install requests: 
$ pip install requests 
OR  
$ easy_install requests 
rapid_refresh_analysis.m requires a MATLAB toolbox for analysis of the GRIB files. To use this, 
MATLAB requires the Netcdf-Java-Toolbox (njTBX). The installation guide can be found here: 
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http://njtbx.sourceforge.net/njdocs/njtbxhelp/environment_setup.html. The installation steps are 
typical to any manual installation of a toolbox in Matlab.  
RAPID REFRESH ANALYSIS 
Before running rapid_refresh_analysis.m , you need to specify which date you wish to run the 
analysis for. To do this, open ‘rapid_refresh_analysis.m’ and set PROCESS_DATE_STR to the 
date you desire. The format is YYYY-MM-DD. 
Simply running ‘rapid_refresh_analysis.m’ doesn’t save the figures automatically with context, 
and so you should always run ‘rapid_refresh_analysis.m’ through MATLAB’s publish command. 
It is preferred that you run it with the output format of HTML, since the images for the plots can 
be easily extracted and used in other programs. To do this, run the following, or click on the 
“Publish” button after you’ve manually configured it: 
>> publish(‘rapid_refresh_analysis.m’, ‘html’) 
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APPENDIX C – CODES 
The following sections provide the code used in the project. 
RAPID_REFRESH_ANALYSIS.M 
rapid_refresh_analysis.m serves as the main file which needs to be called for the analysis to be 
run. Follow the instructions mentioned in Appendix B to run this file. rapid_refresh_analysis.m 
first determines the URL for the Radiosonde file, and downloads its contents. It then calculates 
the necessary Rapid Refresh files.  


















PROCESS_DATE    = datevec(PROCESS_DATE_STR, 'yyyy-mm-dd'); 
PROCESS_HOUR    = 12; 
LATLIMS         = [25 50]; 
LONLIMS         = [-125 -67]; 
DEBUG           = false; 
  
% file system paths 
SEP             = '/'; % separator. Use '/' for *nix systems, '\' for Windows 
WORKING_DIR     = ['.', SEP, 'assets', SEP, PROCESS_DATE_STR]; 
DOWNLOAD_DIR    = [WORKING_DIR, SEP, 'downloads']; 
  
% misc settings 
if exist(WORKING_DIR, 'dir') ~= 7, 
    mkdir(WORKING_DIR); 
end 
if exist(DOWNLOAD_DIR, 'dir') ~= 7, 
    mkdir(DOWNLOAD_DIR); 
end 
  
% variables describing the data 
PARAMETERS      = { 'temp', 'rh' }; 
PARAMETER_UNITS = { 'K', '%' }; 
PARAMETER_TITLES= { 'Temperature', 'Relative Humidity'}; 
  
%% Download Radiosonde Data 
% download the radiosonde file 
sonde_url = radiosonde_url(PROCESS_DATE, PROCESS_HOUR, PROCESS_HOUR, ... 
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                                                  LATLIMS, LONLIMS, DEBUG); 
sonde_filename = ['sonde-',PROCESS_DATE_STR,num2str(PROCESS_HOUR),'.cdf']; 
sonde_filepath = [DOWNLOAD_DIR, SEP, sonde_filename]; 
% download_file_cached(sonde_url, sonde_filepath); 
% disp(['Please Download Sonde file and name it as "', sonde_filename, '" before 
proceeding']); 




%% Process Radiosonde Data 
% Call 'process_radiosonde_data' by passing it 'sonde_filepath'. It returns 
% a Nx2 matrix where each row contains a lat (index 1), and lon (index 2). 
% It also returns the raw sonde data organized as a vector of structs. 
% Finally, it returns 'surf_data', which is the sonde data at the surface, 
% and avg_pbl_data, which is the averaged pbl data. 
% 
[latlons, sonde_data, sonde_surf_data, sonde_avg_pbl_data] = ... 
                                   process_radiosonde_data(sonde_filepath); 
disp(['Number of Radiosonde Sites: ', num2str(length(latlons))]); 
%% Download Rapid Refresh Data 
%  
% NOTE: I'm separating the model_params in order that someday I can set 
% each for-loop to run in parallel. In the mean time, its always good to 
% let one thing do one thing at a time. Less problems to deal with. 
% 
model_params = rapid_refresh_urls(PROCESS_DATE, PROCESS_HOUR, DEBUG); 
model_params = fliplr(model_params); 
forecast_indices = 1:length(model_params); 
  
for i=forecast_indices, 
    param=model_params(i); 
    url = param.url; 
    disp(url); 
    [pathstr, name, ext] = fileparts(url); 
    localpath = [DOWNLOAD_DIR, SEP, name, ext]; 
    localpath = download_file_cached(url, localpath); 
    model_params(i).localpath = localpath; 
end 
  




    param = model_params(i); 
    disp(['Processing ', param.localpath, '...']); 
    [raw_grib_data, model_mesh_data, model_surf_data, model_avg_pbl_data] = ... 
                          process_rapidrefresh_data(latlons, param, DEBUG); 
    % store processed data 
    model_params(i).raw_grib_data = raw_grib_data; 
    model_params(i).model_surf_data = model_surf_data; 
    model_params(i).model_avg_pbl_data = model_avg_pbl_data; 
    model_params(i).model_mesh_data = model_mesh_data; 
     
end 
  
%% Perform Statistics on Data 
param_data = struct(... 
    'params', {PARAMETERS},... 
    'param_units', {PARAMETER_UNITS},... 
    'param_titles', {PARAMETER_TITLES}); 
plot_stats = true; 
for i=forecast_indices, 
  
    % process surf data 
    disp('Surf Stats'); 
    current_model = model_params(i); 
    forecast_hour = current_model.forecast_hour; 
    level = 'Surface'; 
    disp(['Forecast Hour: ', num2str(forecast_hour)]); 
    model_surf_data = current_model.model_surf_data; 
    [surf_stats] = process_data_statistics(latlons,... 
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                          sonde_surf_data, model_surf_data, forecast_hour, 
param_data, plot_stats, level); 
     
    % process avg_pbl data 
    disp('PBL Stats'); 
    level = 'PBL'; 
    model_avg_data = current_model.model_avg_pbl_data; 
    [pbl_stats] = process_data_statistics(latlons,... 
                        sonde_avg_pbl_data, model_avg_data, forecast_hour, 
param_data, plot_stats, level); 
     
    model_params(i).surf_stats = surf_stats; 
    model_params(i).pbl_stats = pbl_stats; 
     
end; 
figure(1); 
legend('Surface', 'PBL', 'Location', 'SouthOutside'); 
figure(2); 
legend('Surface', 'PBL', 'Location', 'SouthOutside'); 
  
%% Plot Statistics    
for i=1:length(PARAMETERS), 
    param = char(PARAMETERS(i)); 
    param_units = char(PARAMETER_UNITS(i)); 
    param_title = [char(PARAMETER_TITLES(i)), ' (', param_units, ')']; 
    rmse_title = ['RMSE - ', param_title, ' - Surf vs PBL']; 
    cc_title = ['Correlation Coefficient - ', param_title, ' - Surf vs PBL']; 
  
  
    % plot rmse 
    figure(1); hold on;  
    for j=forecast_indices, 
        current_model = model_params(j); 
        forecast_hour = current_model.forecast_hour; 
        surf_stats = current_model.surf_stats; 
        pbl_stats = current_model.pbl_stats; 
         
        % plot them 
        plot(forecast_hour, surf_stats.(param).rmse, 'bo-'); 
        plot(forecast_hour, pbl_stats.(param).rmse, 'rs-'); 
         
    end; 
     
    figure(1); grid on; 
    title(rmse_title); xlabel('Forecast Hours'); 
    legend('Surface', 'PBL', 'Location', 'SouthOutside'); 
    snapnow; 
    close(1); 
     
    % plot corr coefficients 
    figure(1); hold on;  
    for j=forecast_indices, 
        current_model = model_params(j); 
        forecast_hour = current_model.forecast_hour; 
        surf_stats = current_model.surf_stats; 
        pbl_stats = current_model.pbl_stats; 
         
        % plot them 
        plot(forecast_hour, surf_stats.(param).ccR(1, 2), 'bo-'); 
        plot(forecast_hour, pbl_stats.(param).ccR(1, 2), 'rs-'); 
         
    end; 
     
    figure(1); grid on; 
    title(cc_title); xlabel('Forecast Hours'); 
    legend('Surface', 'PBL', 'Location', 'SouthOutside'); 
    snapnow; 
    close(1); 
     




%% Generate Map Plots 
%  
%%% Radiosonde vs Rapid Refresh 
close all; 
  
for i=[1, length(model_params)], 
    current_model = model_params(i); 
    forecast_hour = current_model.forecast_hour; 
    vgrid = current_model.model_mesh_data.varGrid; 
     
    % plot surface data 
    level = 'Surface'; 
    surf_meshes = current_model.model_mesh_data.surf; 
    plot_mesh_scatter_plot(param_data, level, surf_meshes, sonde_surf_data, 
vgrid, forecast_hour); 
  
    % plot pbl data 
    level = 'PBL'; 
    pbl_meshes = current_model.model_mesh_data.pbl; 










This Matlab function generates the URL required to retrieve the radiosonde data as a CDF file 
depending on the input parameters.  
%% Radiosonde URL 
% For a given date_datevector, hour_start, hour_end, latlimits, lonlimits, this 
% method returns the URL needed to download the specified radiosonde file as a 
% CDF file. Set debug to true to display the parameters used in the request. 
% 
% - date_vector - a typical MATLAB date vector formatted using 'datevec'. 
%                 Example: datevec(PROCESS_DATE_STR, 'yyyy-mm-dd') 
% 
% - hour_start - an scalar integer stating the start hour. use 12 to represent 
%                1200 UTC. Please note that 1200 UTC is the standard time when  
%                Radiosondes are released each day for acquisition of data. 
% 
% - hour_end - an scalar integer stating the end hour. 
%  
% - latlimits - a vector (1 row, 2 col) containing the lower latitude limit and 
%               upper latitude limit. Example: [25 50]. Negative for South. 
% 
% - lonlimits - a vector (1 row, 2 col) containing the lower longitude limit and 
%               upper longitude limit. Example: [-125 -67]. Negative for West. 
% 
% - debug - a boolean stating if the data generated to retrieve the URL should 
%           be printed to the screen using the disp() command. 
% 
%  
function [url] = radiosonde_url(date_vector, hour_start, hour_end, latlimits, 
lonlimits, debug) 
  
% start date/time 
byr = date_vector(1); 
bmo = date_vector(2); 
bdy = date_vector(3); 
bhr = hour_start; 
bdate = [num2str(byr), num2str(bmo, '%02d'), num2str(bdy, '%02d'), num2str(bhr, 
'%02d')]; 
  
% end date/time 
eyr = date_vector(1); 
emo = date_vector(2); 
edy = date_vector(3); 
ehr = hour_end; 
edate = [num2str(eyr), num2str(emo, '%02d'), num2str(edy, '%02d'), num2str(ehr, 
'%02d')]; 
  
% determine lat/lons 
blon = lonlimits(1); 
blat = latlimits(1); 
elon = lonlimits(2); 
elat = latlimits(2); 
  
% misc parameters 
shour = 'All Times'; 
ltype = 'All Levels'; 
wunit = 'Tenths of Meters/Second'; 
access = 'Lat / Lon Coordinates'; 
view = 'NO'; 
osort = 'Time Series Sort'; 
% oformat = 'FSL format (ASCII text)'; 
oformat = 'NetCDF format (Binary)'; 
  
url_prefix = ['http://','www.esrl.noaa.gov','/raobs/intl/GetRaobs.cgi?']; 
sonde_url = [url_prefix,... 
        'bdate=', bdate, '&', ... 
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        'edate=', edate, '&', ... 
        'blon=', num2str(blon), '&', ... 
        'blat=', num2str(blat), '&', ... 
        'elon=', num2str(elon), '&', ... 
        'elat=', num2str(elat), '&', ... 
        'shour=', num2str(shour), '&', ... 
        'ltype=', ltype, '&', ... 
        'wunit=', wunit, '&', ... 
        'access=', access, '&', ... 
        'view=', view, '&', ... 
        'osort=', osort, '&', ... 
        'oformat=', oformat]; 
     
  
if debug == true, 
    disp(sonde_url); 
    disp(['bdate=', bdate]); 
    disp(['edate=', edate]); 
    disp(['byr=', num2str(byr)]); 
    disp(['bmo=', num2str(bmo)]); 
    disp(['bdy=', num2str(bdy)]); 
    disp(['bhr=', num2str(bhr)]); 
    disp(['eyr=', num2str(eyr)]); 
    disp(['emo=', num2str(emo)]); 
    disp(['edy=', num2str(edy)]); 
    disp(['ehr=', num2str(ehr)]); 
    disp(['blon=', num2str(blon)]); 
    disp(['blat=', num2str(blat)]); 
    disp(['elon=', num2str(elon)]); 
    disp(['elat=', num2str(elat)]); 
    disp(['shour=', num2str(shour)]); 
    disp(['ltype=', ltype]); 
    disp(['wunit=', wunit]); 
    disp(['access=', access]); 
    disp(['view=', view]); 
    disp(['osort=', osort]); 
    disp(['oformat=', oformat]); 
end 
  






This Matlab function generates the Rapid Refresh URLs for the analysis done by the script. 
%% Rapid Refresh URLS 
% Given a process_date, and target_hour, this function generates the needed 
% rapid refresh urls such that their forecasts point to the process date's 
% target hour. 
% 
% - process_date - the date for which the forecasts should point to. 
% 
% - target_hour - the hour for which the forecasts should point to. 
% 
% - debug - set debug to true to print debug statements. 
% 
function [rap_urls] = rapid_refresh_urls(process_date, target_hour, debug) 
  
% determine hours  
num_of_forecasts = 18; 
last_available = (target_hour - num_of_forecasts) + 24; 
examination_hours = [last_available:23 0:target_hour]; 
examination_hours = fliplr(examination_hours); 
  
% prepare to generate each url 
% sample url: 
http://soostrc.comet.ucar.edu/data/grib/rap/20121031/hybrid/12103101.rap.t01z.aw
p130bgrbf16.grib2 
url_prefix = 'http://soostrc.comet.ucar.edu/data/grib/rap/'; 
% url_prefix = 
'file:///Volumes/DD1K_MEDIA/RAP/soostrc.comet.ucar.edu/data/grib/rap/'; 
urls = []; 
for process_hour=examination_hours, 
    if process_hour > 12, 
        final_value = 36; 
    else 
        final_value = 12; 
    end 
    forecast_hour = final_value - process_hour; 
    process_hour_str = num2str(process_hour, '%02d'); 
    forecast_hour_str = num2str(forecast_hour, '%02d'); 
     
    % if process_hour is 23, then it MUST be a new day, right? YES 
    if process_hour == 23, 
        process_date(3) = process_date(3) - 1; 
    end 
     
    % sample filename: 12103101.rap.t01z.awp130bgrbf16.grib2 
    filename = [datestr(process_date, 'yymmdd'), process_hour_str, ... 
                '.rap.t', process_hour_str, 'z.awp130bgrbf', ... 
                forecast_hour_str, '.grib2']; 
    date_folder = datestr(process_date, 'yyyymmdd'); 
    url = [url_prefix, date_folder, '/hybrid/', filename]; 
    data = struct('process_date_vec', process_date, ... 
                  'process_hour', process_hour, ... 
                  'forecast_hour', forecast_hour, ... 
                  'url', url); 
     
    urls = [urls, data]; 
  
    if debug, 
        disp([process_hour_str, '-->', forecast_hour_str]); 
        disp(url); 
    end 
end 
  






Processes the downloaded radiosonde data. 
%% process_radiosonde_data 
% Given the path to the Radiosonde NetCDF file, this method retrieves the 
% PBL and Surface values, Interpolates the PBL values and finally returns 




% # *sonde_filepath:* Path to the sonde NetCDF file. Please use the  
%   version available at  
%   |http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/raobs/intl/GetRaobs.cgi| 
%   _See radiosonde_url.m for more details._ 
% 
% *Outputs* |[latlons, surface_data, avg_pbl_data]| 
% 
% # *latlons:* 2xN Matrix where each row contains (lat, lon) of the  
%   radiosonde sites 
% # *surf_data:* a vector of structs representing each site with the 
%   surface data. 
% # *avg_pbl_data:* a vector of structs representing each site with the 
%   averaged pbl data. 
%      
%  
% 
function [latlons, sonde_data, surf_data, avg_pbl_data] = ... 
                                    process_radiosonde_data(sonde_filepath) 
  
%% Define Constants  
% SONDE_FIELDS = a struct containing the properties available for each 
% station.  
SONDE_FIELDS = struct(... 
    'wmoStat', 'wmoStat', ...  
    'wbanStat', 'wbanStat', ...  
    'staName', 'staName', ...  
    'staLat', 'staLat', ...  
    'staLon', 'staLon', ...  
    'staElev', 'staElev', ...  
    'synTime', 'synTime', ...  
    'numMand', 'numMand', ...  
    'numSigT', 'numSigT', ...  
    'numSigW', 'numSigW', ...  
    'numMwnd', 'numMwnd', ...  
    'numTrop', 'numTrop', ...  
    'relTime', 'relTime', ...  
    'sondTyp', 'sondTyp', ...  
    'prMan', 'prMan', ...  
    'htMan', 'htMan', ...  
    'tpMan', 'tpMan', ...  
    'tdMan', 'tdMan', ...  
    'wdMan', 'wdMan', ...  
    'wsMan', 'wsMan', ...  
    'prSigT', 'prSigT', ...  
    'htSigT', 'htSigT', ...  
    'tpSigT', 'tpSigT', ...  
    'tdSigT', 'tdSigT', ...  
    'wdSigT', 'wdSigT', ...  
    'wsSigT', 'wsSigT', ...  
    'prSigW', 'prSigW', ...  
    'htSigW', 'htSigW', ...  
    'tpSigW', 'tpSigW', ...  
    'tdSigW', 'tdSigW', ...  
    'wdSigW', 'wdSigW', ...  
    'wsSigW', 'wsSigW', ...  
    'prTrop', 'prTrop', ...  
    'htTrop', 'htTrop', ...  
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    'tpTrop', 'tpTrop', ...  
    'tdTrop', 'tdTrop', ...  
    'wdTrop', 'wdTrop', ...  
    'wsTrop', 'wsTrop', ...  
    'prMaxW', 'prMaxW', ...  
    'htMaxW', 'htMaxW', ...  
    'tpMaxW', 'tpMaxW', ...  
    'tdMaxW', 'tdMaxW', ...  
    'wdMaxW', 'wdMaxW', ...  
    'wsMaxW', 'wsMaxW'); 
  
GPM_RANGE = 2000; 
  
%% Retrieve Raw Sonde Information 
% From the NetCDF file, retrieve all the available data for each station 
% and place it in a vector of structs. 
% 
sondeObj = mDataset(sonde_filepath); 
stations = sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.staName}; 
num_of_sondes = length(stations(:,1)); 
  
filter_latlons = []; 
sondes = []; 
for i=1:num_of_sondes, 
    STATION = struct(... 
        'wmoStat',  sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.wmoStat}(i, :), ... 
        'wbanStat', sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.wbanStat}(i, :), ... 
        'staName',  sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.staName}(i, :), ... 
        'staLat',   round_to_half(sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.staLat}(i, :)), ... 
        'staLon',   round_to_half(sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.staLon}(i, :)), ... 
        'staElev',  sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.staElev}(i, :), ... 
        'synTime',  sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.synTime}(i, :), ... 
        'numMand',  sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.numMand}(i, :), ... 
        'numSigT',  sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.numSigT}(i, :), ... 
        'numSigW',  sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.numSigW}(i, :), ... 
        'numMwnd',  sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.numMwnd}(i, :), ... 
        'numTrop',  sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.numTrop}(i, :), ... 
        'relTime',  sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.relTime}(i, :), ... 
        'sondTyp',  sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.sondTyp}(i, :), ... 
        'prMan',    sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.prMan}(i, :), ... 
        'htMan',    sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.htMan}(i, :), ... 
        'tpMan',    sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.tpMan}(i, :), ... 
        'tdMan',    sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.tdMan}(i, :), ... 
        'wdMan',    sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.wdMan}(i, :), ... 
        'wsMan',    sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.wsMan}(i, :), ... 
        'prSigT',   sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.prSigT}(i, :), ... 
        'htSigT',   sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.htSigT}(i, :), ... 
        'tpSigT',   sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.tpSigT}(i, :), ... 
        'tdSigT',   sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.tdSigT}(i, :), ... 
        'wdSigT',   sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.wdSigT}(i, :), ... 
        'wsSigT',   sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.wsSigT}(i, :), ... 
        'prSigW',   sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.prSigW}(i, :), ... 
        'htSigW',   sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.htSigW}(i, :), ... 
        'tpSigW',   sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.tpSigW}(i, :), ... 
        'tdSigW',   sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.tdSigW}(i, :), ... 
        'wdSigW',   sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.wdSigW}(i, :), ... 
        'wsSigW',   sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.wsSigW}(i, :), ... 
        'prTrop',   sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.prTrop}(i, :), ... 
        'htTrop',   sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.htTrop}(i, :), ... 
        'tpTrop',   sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.tpTrop}(i, :), ... 
        'tdTrop',   sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.tdTrop}(i, :), ... 
        'wdTrop',   sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.wdTrop}(i, :), ... 
        'wsTrop',   sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.wsTrop}(i, :), ... 
        'prMaxW',   sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.prMaxW}(i, :), ... 
        'htMaxW',   sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.htMaxW}(i, :), ... 
        'tpMaxW',   sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.tpMaxW}(i, :), ... 
        'tdMaxW',   sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.tdMaxW}(i, :), ... 
        'wdMaxW',   sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.wdMaxW}(i, :), ... 
        'wsMaxW',   sondeObj{SONDE_FIELDS.wsMaxW}(i, :)); 
    sondes = [sondes; STATION]; 
    filter_latlons = [filter_latlons; [STATION.staLat, STATION.staLon]]; 
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%     disp([num2str(STATION.staLat), ',', num2str(STATION.staLon), ',', 
num2str(STATION.staName)]); 
end 
latlons = filter_latlons; 
sonde_data = sondes; 
  
%% Retrieve Surface Information 
% For each site, retrieve the surface information 
surf_data = struct(); 
disp('Radiosonde Data'); 
for i=1:num_of_sondes, 
    station = sondes(i); 
     
    % determine lat/lon 
    lat = station.staLat; 
    lon = station.staLon; 
    lats_field = lat_field_generator(lat); 
    lons_field = lon_field_generator(lon); 
    data_field = data_field_generator(lats_field, lons_field); 
     
    % retrieve data 
    elev = station.staElev; 
    surf_gpm = station.htMan(1);  
    surf_pres = station.prMan(1) * 100;  % convert from hPa to Pa 
    surf_temp = station.tpMan(1); 
    surf_dewpt = surf_temp - station.tdMan(1); 
     
    surf_rh = convert_humidity(surf_pres, surf_temp, surf_dewpt, 'dew point', 
'relative humidity'); 
    surf_wvp = convert_humidity(surf_pres, surf_temp, surf_dewpt, 'dew point', 
'partial pressure'); 
    surf_sh = convert_humidity(surf_pres, surf_temp, surf_dewpt, 'dew point', 
'specific humidity'); 
     
%     assert(elev-1 <= surf_gpm & surf_gpm <= elev+1, ... 
%         ['Station Elevation does not match height at 1000mb. Station Elev: ', 
num2str(surf_gpm), ... 
%         'Level 1 GPM: ', num2str(elev)]);; 
     
    % save surface values  
    surf_value = struct(... 
        'staLat', station.staLat,... 
        'staLon', station.staLon,... 
        'staName', station.staName,... 
        'pres', surf_pres,... 
        'gpm', surf_gpm,... 
        'temp', surf_temp,... 
        'dewpt', surf_dewpt, ... 
        'rh', surf_rh, ... 
        'sh', surf_sh, ... 
        'wvp', surf_wvp); 
     
    surf_data.(data_field) = surf_value; 
end 
  
%% Retrieve PBL Information 
%  
avg_pbl_data = struct(); 
for i=1:num_of_sondes, 
    station = sondes(i); 
    surf_gpm = station.staElev; 
    max_height = surf_gpm + GPM_RANGE; % surf + 2000m 
     
    % determine lat/lon 
    lat = station.staLat; 
    lon = station.staLon; 
    lats_field = lat_field_generator(lat); 
    lons_field = lon_field_generator(lon); 
    data_field = data_field_generator(lats_field, lons_field); 
     
    % store the values we need in a matrix 
    values = [[station.htMan station.htSigT station.htSigW];  % row1=height 
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              [station.prMan station.prSigT station.prSigW];  % row2=pres 
              [station.tpMan station.tpSigT station.tpSigW];  % row3=temp 
              [station.tdMan station.tdSigT station.tdSigW]]; % row4=dewpt 
     
    % we want the transpose, so that the columns represent each parameter 
    values = values';  
     
    % height is first column, so remove rows that have NaN height  
    % (they're useless) 
    values(isnan(values(:, 1)), :) = [];  
     
    % replace any values that have NaNs with -Inf for easier sorting 
    values(isnan(values)) = -Inf; 
     
    % sort by the first column (height) 
    values = sortrows(values, 1); 
     
    % replace -Infs with NaNs 
    values(isinf(values)) = NaN; 
     
    % average the duplicates 
    unique_heights = unique(values(:, 1)); 
    if length(unique_heights) ~= length(values(:, 1)), 
        for j=1:length(unique_heights), 
            height = unique_heights(j); 
            indices = find(values(:,1) == height); 
  
            % if only one value is found, then go to next, else average 
            % duplicates 
            if length(indices) == 1, 
                continue; 
            else 
                duplicates = values(indices); % get the rows of interest 
                duplicates_mean = nanmean(duplicates); % get nanmean 
                values(indices(1), :) = duplicates_mean; % replace row1 with 
mean 
                values(indices(2:end), :) = []; % delete the duplicates 
            end 
        end 
    end 
     
    % test to verify the data 
    h = values(:, 1); 
    assert(issorted(h),'Values not properly sorted by height.'); 
    assert(length(unique(h)) == length(h), ... 
                                       'Values for height are not unique'); 
     
    % retrieve sorted data 
    raw_pbl_gpm = values(:, 1); 
    raw_pbl_pres = values(:, 2) * 100; 
    raw_pbl_temp = values(:, 3); 
    raw_pbl_dwpt = values(:, 4); 
     
    raw_pbl_gpm = naninterp(raw_pbl_gpm); 
    raw_pbl_pres = naninterp(raw_pbl_pres); 
    raw_pbl_temp = naninterp(raw_pbl_temp); 
    raw_pbl_dwpt = naninterp(raw_pbl_dwpt); 
     
%     disp([raw_pbl_gpm raw_pbl_pres raw_pbl_temp raw_pbl_dwpt]); 
%      
%  
%     lag = 5; 
%     disp(length(raw_pbl_gpm)); 
%     smooth_pbl_gpm = tsmovavg(raw_pbl_gpm, 's', lag); 
%     smooth_pbl_pres = tsmovavg(raw_pbl_pres, 's', lag); 
%     smooth_pbl_temp = tsmovavg(raw_pbl_temp, 's', lag); 
%     smooth_pbl_dwpt = tsmovavg(raw_pbl_dwpt, 's', lag); 
%  
%     smooth_pbl_gpm = smooth_pbl_gpm(~isnan(smooth_pbl_gpm))' 
%     smooth_pbl_pres = smooth_pbl_pres(~isnan(smooth_pbl_pres))' 
%     smooth_pbl_temp = smooth_pbl_temp(~isnan(smooth_pbl_temp))' 
%     smooth_pbl_dwpt = smooth_pbl_dwpt(~isnan(smooth_pbl_dwpt))' 
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    % interpolate the data 
    interp_gpm = surf_gpm:1:max_height; 
    interp_pres = interp1(raw_pbl_gpm, raw_pbl_pres, interp_gpm); 
    interp_temp = interp1(raw_pbl_gpm, raw_pbl_temp, interp_gpm); 
    interp_dwpt = interp_temp - interp1(raw_pbl_gpm, raw_pbl_dwpt, interp_gpm); 
     
%     % retrieve only pbl levels 
%     pbl_indices = find(raw_pbl_gpm < max_height); 
% %     raw_pbl_gpm = raw_pbl_gpm(pbl_indices); 
%     interp_pres = interp_pres(pbl_indices); 
%     interp_temp = interp_temp(pbl_indices); 
%     interp_dwpt = interp_dwpt(pbl_indices); 
     
     
%     % remove nans 
%     interp_pres(isnan(interp_pres)) = []; 
%     interp_temp(isnan(interp_temp)) = []; 
%     interp_dwpt(isnan(interp_dwpt)) = []; 
%      
%     disp(size(interp_pres)); 
%     disp(size(interp_temp)); 
%     disp(size(interp_dwpt)); 
  
    interp_rh = convert_humidity(interp_pres, interp_temp, interp_dwpt, 'dew 
point', 'relative humidity'); 
    interp_sh = convert_humidity(interp_pres, interp_temp, interp_dwpt, 'dew 
point', 'specific humidity'); 
    interp_wvp = convert_humidity(interp_pres, interp_temp, interp_dwpt, 'dew 
point', 'partial pressure'); 
     
    % calculate mean 
    pbl_pres = nanmean(interp_pres); 
    pbl_temp = nanmean(interp_temp); 
    pbl_dwpt = nanmean(interp_dwpt); 
    pbl_rh = nanmean(interp_rh); 
    pbl_sh = nanmean(interp_sh); 
    pbl_wvp = nanmean(interp_wvp); 
     
    % % calculate mean 
    % pbl_temp = nanmean(pbl_temp); 
    % pbl_dwpt = nanmean(pbl_dwpt); 
    % pbl_rh = nanmean(pbl_rh); 
    % pbl_sh = nanmean(pbl_sh); 
    % pbl_wvp = nanmean(pbl_wvp); 
     
    % store values 
    avgpbl_value = struct(... 
        'staLat', station.staLat,... 
        'staLon', station.staLon,... 
        'pres', pbl_pres,... 
        'temp', pbl_temp,... 
        'dwpt', pbl_dwpt,... 
        'rh', pbl_rh,... 
        'sh', pbl_sh,... 
        'wvp', pbl_wvp); 






Processes the downloaded rapid refresh data. 
%% process_rapidrefresh_data 
% Given a struct 'param' with the fields { process_date_vec, process_hour, 
% forecast_hour, url, local_path }, this method opens the local GRIB file, 
% extracts the necessary data to compare the surface and averaged PBL data 
% with sonde data. 
  
function [raw_grib_data, mesh_data, surf_data, avg_pbl_data] = ... 
                           process_rapidrefresh_data(latlons, param, debug) 
  
localpath = param.localpath; 
parameters = { 'Pressure', 'Geopotential_height', 'Temperature', ... 
                                                     'Specific_humidity' }; 
nc = mDataset(localpath); 
raw_grib_data = struct(); 
mesh_data = struct(); 
surf_data = struct(); 
avg_pbl_data = struct(); 
latlon_indices = 1:size(latlons, 1); 
  
%% Prepare for Processing 
% Extract each of the parameters from the GRIB file. 
%  
% *NOTE:* Once the specific message has been extracted,  
% (e.g: pres = nc{'Pressure'}), the extracted variable holds a 3D matrix. 
% The first axis contains the hybrid levels (1-50. The second axis contains 
% latitudes. The third axis contains longitudes. 
% % 
% lat_field_generator = @(lat) ['lat_', strrep(num2str(lat * 10), '-', 'S')]; 
% lon_field_generator = @(lon) ['lon_', strrep(num2str(lon * 10), '-', 'W')]; 
% data_field_generator = @(lat_field, lon_field) [lat_field, '_', lon_field]; 
  
parameters = {'Pressure', 'Geopotential_height', 'Temperature', ... 
                                                      'Specific_humidity'}; 
                                                   
% extract raw data from the grib file for easier access 
lats = 0; lons = 0; 
for i = 1:size(parameters, 2), 
    field = char(parameters(i)); 
     
    % retrieve values for current field 
    gVarObj = getGeoGridVar(nc, field); 
    varData = getData(gVarObj); 
    varGrid = getGrid(gVarObj); 
  
    % verify that the lats and lons are the same for each field 
    if i == 1, 
        lats = varGrid.lat; 
        lons = varGrid.lon; 
    else 
        assert(isequal(lats, varGrid.lat), 'Lats not Equal'); 
        assert(isequal(lons, varGrid.lon), 'Lons not Equal'); 
    end 
     
    % save data 
    raw_grib_data.(field).('varData') = varData; 
%     raw_grib_data.(field).('varGrid') = varGrid; 
    mesh_data.varGrid = varGrid; 
end 
  
% calculate other values (rh, wvp) 
pres = raw_grib_data.('Pressure').('varData'); 
temp = raw_grib_data.('Temperature').('varData'); 
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sh = raw_grib_data.('Specific_humidity').('varData'); 
  
% calculate rh 
rh = convert_humidity(pres, temp, sh, 'specific humidity', 'relative humidity'); 
raw_grib_data.('Relative_humidity').('varData') = rh; 
                              
% calculate partial pressure 
wvp = convert_humidity(pres, temp, sh, 'specific humidity', 'partial pressure'); 
raw_grib_data.('Water_vapor_pressure').('varData') = wvp; 
  
% % calculate dew point temperature 
% dewpt = convert_humidity(pres, temp, sh, 'specific humidity', 'dew point'); 
% raw_grib_data.('Dew_point_temperature').('varData') = dewpt; 
  
% round lats/lons to nearest half for quick retrieval 
lats = round_to_half(lats); 
lons = round_to_half(lons); 
  
% determine indices for the provided latlons 
lats_indices = struct(); lons_indices = struct(); 
data_indices = struct(); 
for i=latlon_indices, 
     
    % extract the lat and lon 
    lat = latlons(i, 1); 
    lon = latlons(i, 2); 
  
    % find them in lats/lons and store them 
    lats_field = lat_field_generator(lat); 
    lons_field = lon_field_generator(lon); 
    data_field = data_field_generator(lats_field, lons_field); 
     
    lats_indices.(lats_field) = find(lats == lat); 
    lons_indices.(lons_field) = find(lons == lon); 
    data_indices.(data_field) = find(lats == lat & lons == lon); 
end 
  
%% Retrieve Surface Information 
% Retrieve only the surface information that we desire (pressure, 
% temperature, sh, rh, gpm). The next section contains logic for PBL. This 
% separation exists since it would be easier to debug and the code would be 
% a lot cleaner. 
% 
for i=latlon_indices, 
    % determine the latitude and longitude indices 
    lats = latlons(i, 1); 
    lons = latlons(i, 2); 
    lats_field = lat_field_generator(lats); 
    lons_field = lon_field_generator(lons); 
    data_field = data_field_generator(lats_field, lons_field); 
    data_ind = data_indices.(data_field); 
     
    % retrieve data  
    pres = raw_grib_data.('Pressure').('varData'); 
    temp = raw_grib_data.('Temperature').('varData'); 
    sh = raw_grib_data.('Specific_humidity').('varData'); 
    rh = raw_grib_data.('Relative_humidity').('varData'); 
    wvp = raw_grib_data.('Water_vapor_pressure').('varData'); 
%     dewpt = raw_grib_data.('Dew_point_temperature').('varData'); 
  
    % store mesh data 
    mesh_data.surf.pres = pres(1, :); 
    mesh_data.surf.temp = temp(1, :); 
    mesh_data.surf.sh = temp(1, :); 
    mesh_data.surf.rh = rh(1, :); 
    mesh_data.surf.wvp = wvp(1, :); 
     
    surf_pres = pres(1, data_ind); 
    surf_temp = temp(1, data_ind); 
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    surf_sh = sh(1, data_ind); 
    surf_rh = rh(1, data_ind); 
    surf_wvp = wvp(1, data_ind); 
%     surf_dewpt = dewpt(1, data_ind); 
     
    surf_pres = nanmean(surf_pres); 
    surf_temp = nanmean(surf_temp); 
    surf_sh = nanmean(surf_sh); 
    surf_rh = nanmean(surf_rh); 
    surf_wvp = nanmean(surf_wvp); 
%     surf_dewpt = nanmean(surf_dewpt); 
  
    surf_data.(data_field).('staLat') = lats; 
    surf_data.(data_field).('staLon') = lons; 
    surf_data.(data_field).('pres') = surf_pres; 
    surf_data.(data_field).('temp') = surf_temp; 
    surf_data.(data_field).('sh') = surf_sh; 
    surf_data.(data_field).('rh') = surf_rh; 
    surf_data.(data_field).('wvp') = surf_wvp; 
%     surf_data.(data_field).('dewpt') = surf_dewpt; 
     
end 
  
%% Retrieve PBL Information 
% Retrieve values from the PBL levels, interpolate and find the average of 
% the interpolated PBL data  
for i=latlon_indices, 
     
    % determine the latitude and longitude indices 
    lats = latlons(i, 1); 
    lons = latlons(i, 2); 
    lats_field = lat_field_generator(lats); 
    lons_field = lon_field_generator(lons); 
    data_field = data_field_generator(lats_field, lons_field); 
    data_ind = data_indices.(data_field); 
     
    % retrieve data  
    pres = raw_grib_data.('Pressure').('varData'); 
    temp = raw_grib_data.('Temperature').('varData'); 
    gpm = raw_grib_data.('Geopotential_height').('varData'); 
    sh = raw_grib_data.('Specific_humidity').('varData'); 
    rh = raw_grib_data.('Relative_humidity').('varData'); 
    wvp = raw_grib_data.('Water_vapor_pressure').('varData'); 
%     dewpt = raw_grib_data.('Dew_point_temperature').('varData'); 
     
     
    % store mesh data 
    regions = 1:12; 
    mesh_data.pbl.pres = mean(pres(regions, :), 1); 
    mesh_data.pbl.temp = mean(temp(regions, :), 1); 
    mesh_data.pbl.sh = mean(sh(regions, :), 1); 
    mesh_data.pbl.rh = mean(rh(regions, :), 1); 
    mesh_data.pbl.wvp = mean(wvp(regions, :), 1); 
     
    % determine surface height, maximum height and then the pbl levels 
    surf_gpm = nanmean(gpm(1, data_ind)); 
    max_gpm = surf_gpm + 2000;  
    pbl_levels = zeros([15 1]); 
    for level=1:25, 
        level_gpm = nanmean(gpm(level, data_ind)); 
        if surf_gpm <= level_gpm && level_gpm < max_gpm, 
            pbl_levels(level) = level; 
        else 
            break; 
        end 
        pbl_levels = find(pbl_levels ~= 0); 
    end 
     
    % retrieve data for each level for each parameter 
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    pbl_gpm = gpm(pbl_levels, data_ind); 
    pbl_pres = pres(pbl_levels, data_ind); 
    pbl_temp = temp(pbl_levels, data_ind); 
    pbl_rh = rh(pbl_levels, data_ind); 
    pbl_sh = sh(pbl_levels, data_ind); 
    pbl_wvp = wvp(pbl_levels, data_ind); 
%     pbl_dewpt = dewpt(pbl_levels, data_ind); 
     
    pbl_gpm = pbl_gpm(:); 
    pbl_pres = pbl_pres(:); 
    pbl_temp = pbl_temp(:); 
    pbl_rh = pbl_rh(:); 
    pbl_sh = pbl_sh(:); 
    pbl_wvp = pbl_wvp(:); 
%     pbl_dewpt = dewpt(:); 
  
%     % make it smaller for testing purpose 
%     N = length(pbl_gpm) ; 
%     pbl_gpm = pbl_gpm(1:N); 
%     pbl_pres = pbl_pres(1:N); 
%     pbl_temp = pbl_temp(1:N); 
%     pbl_rh = pbl_rh(1:N); 
%     pbl_sh = pbl_sh(1:N); 
%     pbl_wvp = pbl_wvp(1:N); 
%     pbl_dewpt = pbl_dewpt(1:N); 
     
    % prepare for interpolation 
    values = [pbl_gpm, pbl_temp, pbl_sh, pbl_rh, pbl_wvp, pbl_pres]; 
    assert(isequal(size(values), [length(pbl_gpm) 6]), 'Array Sizes are not 
correct'); 
    assert(length(setdiff(pbl_temp, values(:, 2))) == 0, 'PBL Temp != 
Values(:,2) - Before Processing'); 
     
    % sort 
    values = sortrows(values, 1); 
    assert(length(setdiff(pbl_temp, values(:, 2))) == 0, 'PBL Temp != 
Values(:,2) - Before Processing'); 
           
    % retrieve sorted data and smoothen it 
    unsmooth_pbl_gpm = values(:, 1)'; 
    unsmooth_pbl_temp = values(:, 2)'; 
    unsmooth_pbl_sh = values(:, 3)'; 
    unsmooth_pbl_rh = values(:, 4)'; 
    unsmooth_pbl_wvp = values(:, 5)'; 
    unsmooth_pbl_pres = values(:, 6)'; 
     
    % smooth the data out 
    lag = 15; 
    pbl_gpm = tsmovavg(unsmooth_pbl_gpm, 's', lag); 
    pbl_pres = tsmovavg(unsmooth_pbl_pres, 's', lag); 
    pbl_temp = tsmovavg(unsmooth_pbl_temp, 's', lag); 
    pbl_sh = tsmovavg(unsmooth_pbl_sh, 's', lag); 
    pbl_rh = tsmovavg(unsmooth_pbl_rh, 's', lag); 
    pbl_wvp = tsmovavg(unsmooth_pbl_wvp, 's', lag); 
%     pbl_dewpt = tsmovavg(unsmooth_pbl_dewpt, 's', lag); 
  
    pbl_gpm = naninterp(pbl_gpm); 
    pbl_pres = naninterp(pbl_pres); 
    pbl_temp = naninterp(pbl_temp); 
    pbl_sh = naninterp(pbl_sh); 
    pbl_rh = naninterp(pbl_rh); 
    pbl_wvp = naninterp(pbl_wvp); 
%     pbl_dewpt = naninterp(pbl_dewpt); 
  
    % interpolate the retrieved data 
    interp_gpm = surf_gpm : max_gpm; 
    interp_pres = interp1(pbl_gpm, pbl_pres, interp_gpm); 
    interp_temp = interp1(pbl_gpm, pbl_temp, interp_gpm); 
    interp_rh = interp1(pbl_gpm, pbl_rh, interp_gpm); 
    interp_sh = interp1(pbl_gpm, pbl_sh, interp_gpm); 
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    interp_wvp = interp1(pbl_gpm, pbl_wvp, interp_gpm); 
%     interp_dewpt = interp1(pbl_gpm, pbl_dewpt, interp_gpm); 
     
    % find the average then store it 
    avg_pbl_pres = nanmean(interp_pres); 
    avg_pbl_temp = nanmean(interp_temp); 
    avg_pbl_rh = nanmean(interp_rh); 
    avg_pbl_sh = nanmean(interp_sh); 
    avg_pbl_wvp = nanmean(interp_wvp); 
%     avg_pbl_dewpt = nanmean(interp_dewpt); 
  
%     avg_pbl_temp = nanmean(pbl_temp); 
%     avg_pbl_rh = nanmean(pbl_rh); 
%     avg_pbl_sh = nanmean(pbl_sh); 
%     avg_pbl_wvp = nanmean(pbl_wvp); 
%      
    avg_pbl_data.(data_field).('staLat') = lats; 
    avg_pbl_data.(data_field).('staLon') = lons; 
    avg_pbl_data.(data_field).('pres') = avg_pbl_pres; 
    avg_pbl_data.(data_field).('temp') = avg_pbl_temp; 
    avg_pbl_data.(data_field).('rh') = avg_pbl_rh; 
    avg_pbl_data.(data_field).('sh') = avg_pbl_sh; 
    avg_pbl_data.(data_field).('wvp') = avg_pbl_wvp; 
%     avg_pbl_data.(data_field).('dewpt') = avg_pbl_dewpt; 







Generates statistics of the processed radiosonde and Rapid Refresh data. 
%% process_data_statistics 
% Processes the processed sonde and model data. 
%  
function [stats] = process_data_statistics(... 
    latlons, sonde_data, model_data, forecast_hour, param_data, plot_stats, 
level) 
  
% prepare to run; 
stats = struct(); 
params = param_data.params;             % i.e.: { 'temp', 'rh', ... } 
param_titles = param_data.param_titles; % i.e.: { 'Temperature', ... } 
param_units = param_data.param_units;   % i.e.: { 'K', '%', ... } 
num_of_params = length(params); 
assert(mod(length(params), 2) == 0, 'Even number of parameters.'); 
  
% prepare to plot (if required) 
if plot_stats, 
    figure(3); 
end 
  
% start processing... 
for i=1:num_of_params, 
    param = char(params(i)); 
    param_title = char(param_titles(i)); 
    param_unit = char(param_units(i)); 
    disp(param); 
     
    sondes = zeros([length(latlons) 1]); 
    models = zeros([length(latlons) 1]); 
     
    for j=1:length(latlons), 
        % determine the latitude and longitude indices 
        lat = latlons(j, 1); 
        lon = latlons(j, 2); 
        lats_field = lat_field_generator(lat); 
        lons_field = lon_field_generator(lon); 
        data_field = data_field_generator(lats_field, lons_field); 
        sondes(j) = sonde_data.(data_field).(param); 
        models(j) = model_data.(data_field).(param); 
         
    end 
     
    % calculate statistics 
    [R, P] = corrcoef([sondes models]); 
    r = rmse(sondes, models); 
    stats.(param).('rmse') = r; 
    stats.(param).('ccR') = R; 
    stats.(param).('ccP') = P; 
     
    % plot if needed 
    if plot_stats, 
        lbl = ['Forecast Hour: ', num2str(forecast_hour, '%02d'), ' HR - ', 
level, ' - ', param_title, '(', param_unit, ')']; 
        plotregression(sondes, models, lbl); 
        snapnow; 
    end 
     
end 
  
% finish plotting (if required) 
if plot_stats, 
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